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my 6 yo has an imaginary friend he talks to him alot and 

is very involved with him. my husband wants to know 

if this is something to worry about 

 

 

 

You have raised three questions: 

 

1. "Imaginary friends": This is a well known and potentially delightful  

aspect of being 5 or 6 or so. It is entirely normal in and of itself. 

We tend to understand it as a penultimate stop on the train that takes 

the child from his "blankie" to a world of secret imaginary life. The  

infant's "blankie" is his first - very concrete - "symbol". It has the  

feel and often the smell of mother, and allows the infant to retain a  

concrete reminder of mother's presence - with which he can do what he wants- 

while he is apart from her. The next stop is the teddy bear, which seems 

to have more of a symbolic imaginary personality. The 3 year old imbues 

his "teddy" with a kind of special presence, partly like himself and partly 

like his parents. The next stop is more imaginary than concrete. The  

imaginary friend is invisible, but lives a concrete life. The child talks 

to him amd may even set a place for him at the table. And of course- 

can do with him as he pleases. This friend is a pretty flexible fellow, and 

seems at times to represent the child, sometimes the parent, sometimes 

a part of the child he feels guilty or ashamed of, sometimes a wished 



for ideal  self. On the whole, the imaginary friend is more naughty 

and deserves more punishments that the child himself. 

Enjoy it while you can. The train is about to vanish into the invisible 

reaches of your child's secret emotional life. There it will stop 

at its last station, the emotional images of himself and of you at  which 

you will only be able to guess .  

 

2. "Husbands": This is a well known and potentially delightful aspect of  

being married. In Israel in 1996, men seem at times a bit more hesitant to 

fully engage their children's emotional life. Men who have some trouble 

recalling how they themselves were as little children need a gentle hand. 

It may involve some memory rebuilding and might involve your husband's  

parents. It could well involve reading Selma Friaberg's classic THE MAGIC 

 YEARS together. 

 Could it be that your husband is expressing a desire to become 

more deeply involved in emotional parenting as his son gets older and 

accessible verbally? If you offer him this meaning of his concern, he may  

be very grateful. 

 

3. "Worries": This is a well known and potentially not so delightful aspect 

of being a parent. What would help the two of you to be sure that the 

imaginary friend is no cause for alarm?  

First, that your child has many other signs of health. These would include  

a warm relationship with parents that includes room to express anger, the  

ability and interest in making friends, some interest and capacity to play 



 and to learn, and a general forward direction in development. If the 

 imaginary friend is expressing some other problem, this will not be an  

isolated sign.  

Second, the friend who is an expression of trouble will seem to dominate 

 the child and not be very much fun.  

I personally think it best that worries be resolved. The range 

of options for doing this runs from grandparents to parent support  

(not training) groups to asking a pediatrician or public health nurse to  

a professional mental health consultation . 


